Canonbury Home Learning
Year 6 Reading
Wednesday 3rd June 2020
LO: To make inferences using evidence from the text.
Today you will read a new text, which is a diary entry based on a young person’s visit to
the archaeological site of Pompeii, let’s see what it was like. Using the text, you will
answer questions that require you to support your answers with evidence from the text.

Success Criteria:
1. Read the text carefully, underlining/identifying the key words.
2. Read the question carefully, identifying the key words.

3. Use the PEE strategy to layout your answers.

4. REMEMBER to use quotation marks
Questions
Day 1
1. How do you know that the writer did not enjoy the last few weeks of school? Use
evidence from the text to support your answer.
2. What impression does the writer have of her knowledge and understanding of
maths?
3. How does the narrator feel about visiting Italy?
Day 2
4. Look at the first paragraph from the second diary entry. What impression do you
get of the mother?
5. What impression do you get about life in Pompeii?
6. According to the text, how might the people of Pompeii have felt the day Mount
Vesuvius erupted?
Day 3
7. The writer did not feel safe travelling up the volcano. Agree or disagree? Use
evidence from the text.
8. Describe Sue’s experience at the top of the volcano, using evidence from the
text.

Extension: Watch a video clip depicting the events that took place on the day Mount
Vesuvius erupted: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIZ4aSKT3mo
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PEE Sentence Prompts
Point





I know that…
I believe that
I think that…
The writer is/was/did/had/felt…

Evidence




The texts states that…’________’
It is quoted that…’_________’
In the texts it says that…’________’

Explanation






Which suggests…
Which means…
Therefore…
Suggesting that…
This indicates that…

An example PEE answer, based on a different text.
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